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Abstract

We consider the Bayesian Persuasion problem, as formalized by Kamenica and Gentzkow [27],
from an algorithmic perspective in the presence of high dimensional and combinatorial uncer-
tainty. Specifically, one player (the receiver) must take one of a number of actions with a-priori
unknown payoff; another player (the sender) is privy to additional information regarding the
payoffs of the various actions for both players. The sender can commit to revealing a noisy
signal regarding the realization of the payoffs of various actions, and would like to do so as to
maximize her own payoff in expectation assuming that the receiver rationally acts to maximize
his own payoff. This models a number of natural strategic interactions, in domains as diverse as
e-commerce, advertising, politics, law, security, finance, and others. When the payoffs of various
actions follow a joint distribution (the common prior), the sender’s problem is nontrivial, and
its complexity depends on the representation of the prior.

Assuming a Bayesian receiver, we study the sender’s problem with an algorithmic and ap-
proximation lens. We show two results for the case in which the payoffs of different actions
are i.i.d and given explicitly: a polynomial-time (exact) algorithmic solution, and a “simple”
(1− 1/e) approximation algorithm. Both results hinge on a “symmetry characterization” of the
optimal signaling scheme. The former result also involves a connection to auction theory, and
in particular to Border’s characterization of the space of feasible reduced-form auctions. For
the latter result, our algorithm decouples the signaling problem for the different actions and
signals independently for each. This decoupling drives a larger, conceptual point: collaborative
persuasion by multiple parties (the senders) is a parallelizable task, requiring no coordination
when actions are identical and independent and only an approximate solution is sought. We
leave open the intriguing question of whether either of these two results extends to independent
yet not necessarily identical payoff distributions.

We then turn our attention to the general problem, and consider distributions over action
payoffs given by a sampling oracle. Somewhat surprisingly, we show that even in this general
setting the persuasion problem admits a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme (FPTAS)
in a bi-criteria sense. As our main technical tool to prove this theorem, we study the algorithmics
of a natural and abstract question on vector spaces, which we term dispersion testing: Given
two distributions A and B supported on a finite-dimensional vector space, decide whether A is a
mean-preserving spread of B, and if so compute the inverse of the associated spreading map. We
employ tools from convex optimization and optimal transport theory to design an approximate
test for the dispersion testing problem, and relate the persuasion problem to dispersion testing
via a randomized Turing reduction employing the Ellipsoid method.

∗Supported in part by NSF CAREER Award CCF-1350900.
†Supported by NSF grant CCF-1350900.
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1 Introduction

“One quarter of the GDP is persuasion.”

This is both the title, and the thesis, of a 1995 paper by McCloskey and Klamer [31]. Since
then, persuasion as a share of economic activity appears to be growing — a more recent estimate
places the figure at 30% [5]. As both papers make clear, persuasion is intrinsic in most human
endeavors. When the tools of “persuasion” are tangible — say goods, services, or money —
this is the domain of traditional mechanism design, which steers the actions of one or many self-
interested agents towards a designer’s objective. What [31, 5] and much of the relevant literature
refer to as persuasion, however, are scenarios in which the power to persuade derives from an
informational advantage of some party over others. This is also the sense in which we use the
term. Such scenarios are increasingly common in the information economy, and it is therefore
unsurprising that persuasion has been the subject of a large body of work, motivated by domains
as varied as auctions [7, 20, 19, 8], advertising [4, 26, 13], voting [3], security [38, 33], multi-armed
bandits [29, 30], medical research [28], and financial regulation [23, 24]. (For an empirical survey
of persuasion, we refer the reader to [16]). What is surprising, however, is the lack of systematic
study of persuasion from an algorithmic perspective; this is what we embark on in this paper.

In the large body of literature devoted to persuasion, perhaps no model is more basic and
fundamental than the Bayesian Persuasion model of Kamenica and Gentzkow [27], generalizing
an earlier model by Brocas and Carrillo [11]. Here there are two players, who we call the sender
and the receiver. The receiver is faced with selecting one of a number of actions, each of which
is associated with an a-priori unknown payoff to both players. The state of nature, describing the
payoff to the sender and receiver from each action, is drawn from a prior distribution known to both
players. However, the sender possesses an informational advantage, namely access to the realized
state of nature prior to the receiver choosing his action. In order to persuade the receiver to take
a more favorable action for her, the sender can commit to a policy, often known as an information
structure or signaling scheme, of releasing information about the realized state of nature to the
receiver before the receiver makes his choice. This policy may be simple, say by always announcing
the payoffs of the various actions or always saying nothing, or it may be intricate, involving partial
information and added noise. Crucially, the receiver is aware of the sender’s committed policy, and
moreover is rational and Bayesian. We examine the sender’s algorithmic problem of implementing
the optimal signaling scheme in this paper. A solution to this problem, i.e., a signaling scheme,
is an algorithm which takes as input the description of a state of nature and outputs a signal,
potentially utilizing some internal randomness.

Two Examples

To illustrate the intricacy of Bayesian Persuasion, [27] use a simple example in which the sender
is a prosecutor, the receiver is a judge, and the state of nature is the guilt or innocence of a
defendant. The receiver (judge) has two actions, conviction and acquittal, and wishes to maximize
the probability of rendering the correct verdict. On the other hand, the sender (prosecutor) is
interested in maximizing the probability of conviction. As they show, it is easy to construct
examples in which the optimal signaling scheme for the sender releases noisy partial information
regarding the guilt or innocence of the defendant. For example, if the defendant is guilty with
probability 1

3 , the prosecutor’s best strategy is to claim “guilt” whenever the defendant is guilty,
and also claim “guilt” just under half the time when the defendant is innocent. As a result, the
defendant will be convicted whenever the prosecutor claims “guilt” (happening with probability
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just under 2
3 ), assuming that the judge is fully aware of the prosecutor’s signaling scheme. We note

that it is not in the prosecutor’s interest to always claim “guilt”, since a rational judge aware of
such a policy would ascribe no meaning to such a signal, and render his verdict based solely on his
prior belief — in this case, this would always lead to acquittal.1

When there are more than two actions, additional counterintuitive phenomena can arise. Con-
sider the following example with three actions and two states of nature. The sender’s payoff from
the three actions is constant, given by the vector s = (2, 1, 0), indexed by action, in both states of
nature. The receiver’s payoff vector, indexed by action, equals r = (2, 1, 0) with probability 2ǫ

1+2ǫ

(the first state of nature), and r′ = (0, 1 − ǫ, 1) with probability 1
1+2ǫ (the second state of nature),

where 0 < ǫ < 1/2 is arbitrary. Given that s = r — i.e., the sender’s and receiver’s utilities are
aligned in the first state of nature — one might be tempted to conclude that, whatever the optimal
signaling scheme might be, it should at least guarantee that the receiver chooses both players’
favorite action — action 1 — in the first state of nature. However, some thought reveals that this
is not the case; in fact, the optimal signaling scheme “recommends” actions 1 and 2 with equal
probability in the first state of nature, and recommends action 2 in the second state of nature.
The rationale is as follows: some probability mass from the first state of nature is “lumped” with
the second state of nature, and this is to “bump up” the posterior expected reward of action 2.
Since the second state of nature is much more probable, and the choice facing the receiver there
between actions 2 and 3 has much starker consequences for the sender, it is best to sacrifice a small
probability of action 1 for a much larger probability of action 2.

Results and Techniques

Motivated by these intricacies, we embark on designing algorithms for optimal persuasion in the
presence of multiple actions. We first observe that a linear program with a variable for each (state-
of-nature, action) pair computes a description of the optimal signaling scheme. However, when
action payoffs are distributed according to a joint distribution — say exhibiting some degree of
independence across different actions — the number of states of nature may be exponential in the
number of actions; in such settings, both the number of variables and constraints of this linear
program are exponential in the number of actions. Perhaps surprisingly, we nevertheless discover
that optimal or near optimal signaling schemes can be computed efficiently — in time polynomial
in the number of actions — under fairly general conditions. We consider two models: one in which
action payoffs are i.i.d from an explicitly-described marginal distribution, and another in which the
joint distribution of action payoffs is arbitrary and given by a black-box sampling oracle.

We start with the i.i.d model, and show two results: a “simple” and polynomial-time (1 −
1/e)-approximate signaling scheme, and a polynomial-time implementation of the optimal scheme.
Both results hinge on a “symmetry characterization” of the optimal signaling scheme in the i.i.d.
setting, closely related to analogous symmetrization results from algorithmic mechanism design
by [15]. Our “simple” scheme decouples the signaling problem for the different actions and signals
independently for each. This decoupling exposes an interesting property of optimal signaling:
collaborative persuasion by multiple senders — when each sender observes the payoff of one or
more actions — can be parallelized, requiring no coordination when actions are i.i.d. so long as
we are willing to settle for approximate optimality. Our optimal scheme involves a connection to
auction theory, and in particular to Border’s characterization of the space of feasible reduced-form
auctions [10, 9], as well as its algorithmic properties [12, 2, 37]. We leave open the intriguing

1In other words, a signal is an abstract object with no intrinsic meaning, and is only imbued with meaning by
virtue of how it is used. In particular, a signal has no meaning beyond the posterior distribution on states of nature
it induces.
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question of whether either of these two results extends to independent yet not necessarily identical
payoff distributions.

In the black-box model, we show that the persuasion problem admits a fully polynomial-time
(in the number of actions) approximation scheme (FPTAS), in a bi-criteria sense. As our main
technical tool to prove this theorem, we study the algorithmics of a natural and abstract question
on vector spaces, which we term dispersion testing : Given two distributions A and B supported
on a finite-dimensional vector space, decide whether A is a mean-preserving spread of B, and if so
compute the inverse of the associated spreading map. We employ tools from convex optimization
and optimal transport theory to design an approximate test for the dispersion testing problem, and
relate the persuasion problem to dispersion testing via a randomized Turing reduction employing
the Ellipsoid method.

Additional Discussion of Related Work

To our knowledge, Brocas and Carrillo [11] were the first to formally consider persuasion through
information control. They consider a sender with the ability to costlessly acquire information
regarding the payoffs of the receiver’s actions, with the stipulation that acquired information is
available to both players. This is technically equivalent to our (and Kamenica and Gentzkow’s [27])
informed sender who commits to a signaling scheme. Brocas and Carrillo restrict attention to a
particular setting with two states of nature and three actions, and characterize optimal policies for
the sender and their associated payoffs.

Kamenica and Gentzkow’s [27] Bayesian Persuasion model naturally generalizes [11] to finite
(or infinite yet compact) states of nature and action spaces. They establish a number of properties
of optimal information structures in this model; most notably, they characterize settings in which
signaling strictly benefits the sender in terms of the convexity/concavity of the sender’s payoff as
a function of the receiver’s posterior belief.

Variants and generalizations of the Bayesian persuasion model have received a lot of attention
in recent years. For example, [21] studies persuasion in the presence of multiple senders, [3] studies
the case of multiple receivers in a voting setting, [22] studies optimal persuasion when the sender’s
information comes at a cost, and [34] examine Bayesian persuasion in the presence of an outside
option for the receiver. We refer the reader to references therein for additional related work on
Bayesian persuasion.

More generally, the Bayesian persuasion model is a special case of the study of optimal infor-
mation structures in games. This has its roots in the early works on information economics, such
as those by Akerlof [1] and Spence [35]. More recently, Bergemann and Morris [6] characterize the
space of information structures in general games, and relate it to the space of correlated equilib-
ria. Despite this appreciation of the importance of information in strategic interactions, it is only
recently that researchers have started viewing the information structure of a game as a mathe-
matical object to be designed and computed, rather than merely an exogenous variable. Recent
work in the CS community, including by Emek et al. [19], Miltersen and Sheffet [32], Guo and
Deligkas [25], and Dughmi et al. [18], examines optimal signaling in a variety of auction settings,
and presents polynomial-time algorithms and hardness results. Moreover, Dughmi [17] examines
optimal signaling in zero-sum games, and exhibits hardness results assuming the planted clique
conjecture.
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2 Preliminaries

2.1 The Bayesian Persuasion Model

In a persuasion game, there are two players: a sender, and receiver. The receiver is faced with
selecting an action from [n] = {1, . . . , n}, with an a-priori-unknown payoff to each of the sender
and receiver. We assume payoffs are a function of an unknown state of nature θ, drawn from an
abstract set Θ of potential realizations of nature. Specifically, the sender and receiver’s payoffs are
functions s, r : Θ × [n] → R, respectively. We often use r = r(θ) ∈ R

n to denote the receiver’s
payoff vector as a function of the state of nature, where ri(θ) is the receiver’s payoff if he takes
action i and the state of nature is θ. Similarly s = s(θ) ∈ R

n denotes the sender’s payoff vector,
where si(θ) is the sender’s payoff if the receiver takes action i and the state of nature is θ. For
convenience, we sometimes conflate the abstract set Θ indexing states of nature with the family
of realizable payoff vector pairs (s, r), and this is without loss of generality — i.e. we will often
think of Θ as a subset of Rn ×R

n. In much of this paper we assume that Θ is finite for notational
convenience, though this assumption is inconsequential for our results in Sections 4 and 5.

We assume that the state of nature is a-priori unknown to the receiver, and drawn from a
common-knowledge prior distribution λ supported on Θ. The sender, on the other hand, has access
to the realization of θ, and can commit to a policy of partially revealing information regarding its
realization before the receiver selects his action. Specifically, the sender commits to a signaling
scheme ϕ, mapping (possibly randomly) states of nature Θ to a family of signals Σ. For θ ∈ Θ, we
use ϕ(θ) to denote the (possibly random) signal selected when the state of nature is θ. Moreover,
we use ϕ(θ, σ) to denote the probability of selecting the signal σ given a state of nature θ. An
algorithm implements a signaling scheme ϕ if it takes as input a state of nature θ, and samples the
random variable ϕ(θ).

Given a signaling scheme ϕ with signals Σ, each signal σ ∈ Σ is realized with probability
ασ =

∑
θ∈Θ λθϕ(θ, σ). Conditioned on the signal σ, the expected payoffs to the receiver of the

various actions are summarized by the vector r(σ) = 1
ασ

∑
θ∈Θ λθϕ(θ, σ)r(θ). Similarly, the sender’s

payoffs as a function of the receiver’s action are summarized by s(σ) = 1
ασ

∑
θ∈Θ λθϕ(θ, σ)s(θ). On

receiving a signal, a rational receiver performs a Bayesian update and selects an action maximizing
his posterior expected payoff. Specifically, on signal σ, a rational receiver selects an action i∗(σ) ∈
argmaxi ri(σ) with expected receiver utility maxi ri(σ). This induces utility si∗(σ)(σ) for the sender.
In the event of ties when selecting i∗(σ), we assume those ties are broken in favor of the sender.

We adopt the perspective of a sender looking to design ϕ in order to maximize her expected
utility

∑
σ ασsi∗(σ)(σ). When ϕ maximizes the sender’s utility, we say it is optimal, and when

it yields a sender utility within an additive [multiplicative] ǫ of the best possible, we say it is ǫ-
optimal [ǫ-approximate] in the additive [multiplicative] sense. For additive guarantees, we naturally
constrain the range of payoffs to [−1, 1], and for multiplicative guarantees we restrict to nonnegative
payoffs.

A simple argument shows that an optimal signaling scheme need not use more than n signals,
with one recommending each action. Such a direct scheme ϕ has signals Σ = {σ1, . . . , σn}, and
satisfies ri(σi) ≥ rj(σi) for all i, j ∈ [n]. To see that a direct optimal scheme exists, note that any
two signals σ, σ′ with i∗(σ) = i∗(σ′) may be merged without changing the sender’s utility. We think
of σi as a signal recommending action i, and the requirement ri(σi) ≥ maxj rj(σi) as an incentive-
compatibility constraint on our signaling scheme. With these observations, we can write the sender’s
optimization problem as the following linear program with variables {ϕ(θ, σi) : θ ∈ Θ, i ∈ [n]}.
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maximize
∑

θ∈Θ

∑n
i=1 λθϕ(θ, σi)si(θ)

subject to
∑n

i=1 ϕ(θ, σi) = 1, for θ ∈ Θ.∑
θ∈Θ λθϕ(θ, σi)ri(θ) ≥

∑
θ∈Θ λθϕ(θ, σi)rj(θ), for i, j ∈ [n].

ϕ(θ, σi) ≥ 0, for θ ∈ Θ, i ∈ [n].

(1)

For our results in Section 5, we relax our incentive constraints by assuming that the receiver
follows the recommended action so long as it approximately maximizes his utility — specifically, we
replace the incentive-compatibility constraint with the approximate version ri(σi) ≥ maxj rj(σi)−ǫ,
for a parameter ǫ. This replaces the incentive constraints in (1) with the constraints

∑

θ∈Θ

λθϕ(θ, σi)ri(θ) ≥
∑

θ∈Θ

λθϕ(θ, σi)(rj(θ)− ǫ)

for all i, j ∈ [n]. We call such signaling schemes ǫ-incentive compatible. We judge the approxi-
mate optimality of an approximately incentive compatible scheme relative to the best (absolutely)
incentive compatible scheme; i.e., in a bi-criteria sense.

2.2 Vector Spaces, Distributions, and Transport Theory

Vector Space Concepts. Given a real vector space V, and X ⊆ V, we use aff(X) to denote the
affine hull of X. When V = R

N is finite dimensional Euclidean space and an affine subspace S ⊆ V
is clear from context, we use vol(.) to denote the standard Lebesgue measure on S. We consider
normed vector spaces (V, ||.||); in Euclidean space, we use ||.||p to denote the Lp norm. Throughout
the paper, we use boldface to denote vectors, and use x · y to denote the standard inner product
of x and y.

Distributions. We work with distributions supported on a vector space V. To simplify some of
our derivations we assume all our distributions have finite support, though our results immediately
extend to continuous distributions. For a distribution D, we use supp(D) to denote its support. As
usual, we use E[v] to denote the expected value of a random vector v ∼ D, and Pr[v] to denote the
probability of a particular v ∈ supp(D). Crucially, we work a lot with conditional expectation as a
random variable; specifically, given jointly distributed random vectors a, b ∈ V, we often interpret
E[a|b] as a random vector in its own right, evaluating to the conditional expected value of a given
the realized value of b.

Earthmover Distance. Given two distributions A and B supported on a normed vector space
(V, ||.||), we measure their earthmover distance EMD(A,B), defined as the optimal value of the
following optimization problem with variables {x(a, b) : a ∈ supp(A), b ∈ supp(B)}.

minimize
∑

a∈supp(A),b∈supp(B) x(a, b)||b− a||
subject to

∑
b∈supp(B) x(a, b) = PrA[a], for a ∈ supp(A).∑
a∈supp(A) x(a, b) = PrB[b], for b ∈ supp(B).

x(a, b) ≥ 0, for a ∈ supp(A), b ∈ supp(B).

(2)

When the norm is not clear from context, we use EMD||.|| to denote earthmover distance relative
to a particular norm ||.||. In the above optimization problem, each feasible solution x describes a
transport map, which is a fractional matching of the probability mass of A with the probability
mass of B. The objective function measures the cost of moving probability mass from A to B using
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transport map x, as measured by the norm ||.||. An alternative view of x is as a coupling of random
variables a ∼ A and b ∈ B, where x(a, b) is the joint probability mass function of a and b; from
this vantage point, the objective measures the expected distance of a and b over draws from this
joint distribution. For more on optimal transport theory, we refer the reader to [36].

2.3 Convex Optimization and Approximate Separation Oracles

Convex Optimization. We consider convex optimization problems Π for which each instance
I ∈ Π is a tuple (N,P, f) where N is an integer, P ⊆ R

N is a closed and convex feasible set, and
f : RN → R ∪ {∞} is a convex objective function.2 We assume instances are expressed as binary
strings in input, and use 〈I〉 to denote the description length of an instance I ∈ Π. Moreover,
we assume that instances are encoded such that f and a sub-gradient of f can be evaluated at an
arbitrary point in poly(N, 〈I〉) time.

Given an instance I = (N,P, f), we define some convenient terminology and notations. We refer
to points in P as feasible. We denote OPT = inf {f(x) : x ∈ P} and MAX = sup {f(x) : x ∈ P},
and refer to points in

{
x ∈ R

N : f(x) ≤ OPT + ǫ[MAX −OPT ]
}
as ǫ-optimal (note that an ǫ-

optimal point need not be feasible). We use vol(.) to denote the Lebesgue measure on aff(P).

Separation Oracles with Unstructured One-Sided Error. In Section 5 we use a convex
program to solve for an approximately optimal signaling scheme, using as an approximate sepa-
ration oracle an algorithm — which we term a dispersion test (Section 4) — for approximately
testing a particular property of a distribution supported on the vector space of payoffs. In imple-
menting this idea, however, we confront a technical hurdle: the “error” in our separation oracle
is, invariably in this case, measured in the earthmover distance between distributions rather than
the more familiar 2-norm (or, more generally, p-norm) distance defined on the space of variables
representing the distribution in our convex program. Even worse, the earthmover distance does
not correspond to a norm at all, nor does it approximate any norm to within a finite factor. As
a consequence, our separation oracle does not satisfy the oft-stated requirements of the Ellipsoid
method for (approximate) convex optimization; namely, that it errs only at points which are close
to the boundary of the (true) feasible set in Euclidean (2-norm) distance.

We overcome this hurdle by analyzing the Ellipsoid algorithm when the employed separation
oracle suffers unstructured “one-sided error”. By this we mean that the oracle accepts every
feasible point, but may accept some infeasible points, even some that are very far from being
feasible. We show that, under some mild technical conditions, a particular implementation of the
ellipsoid method is guaranteed to output a (possibly infeasible) solution which is (a) accepted by
the separation oracle, and (b) within ǫ of the optimal feasible solution in objective value. We note
that our ideas in this section are not new, and in fact a similar statement to ours appears in [37,
Chapter 6.2], albeit presented in dual form— specifically, they convert an approximate oracle for
linear optimization to an approximate separation oracle. Nevertheless, we present a self-contained
statement and proof here.

Definition 2.1. A one-sided-error separation oracle (OSO) for a convex optimization problem Π
takes as input I = (N,P, ∗) ∈ Π and a point x ∈ R

N , and either accepts x or outputs a vector
h ∈ R

N such that h · x > h · y for all y ∈ P.

For an OSO O we use P+
O to denote the family of all points accepted by O — note that P ⊆ P+

O .
When O is clear from context, we refer to points in P+

O as acceptable.

2When f is defined only on a proper and convex subset of RN containing P , we simply take its value to be ∞
elsewhere as is traditional.
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Definition 2.2. An algorithm efficiently solves the weak optimization problem for Π with respect
to an OSO O if it takes an input instance I = (N,P, f) ∈ Π, an approximation parameter ǫ > 0,
an ellipsoid E such that P ⊆ E ⊆ aff(P), and numbers r,R such that r ≤ vol(P) and R ≥ vol(E),
runs in time poly(N, 〈I〉, 1

ǫ
, log R

r
), and outputs an acceptable and ǫ-optimal solution.

We show that a straightforward adaptation of the Ellipsoid algorithm, given oracle access to
OSO O, solves the weak optimization problem for Π with respect to O.

Theorem 2.3. Let Π be a convex optimization problem, and let O be an OSO for Π. Given oracle
access to O, there is an algorithm for efficiently solving the weak optimization problem for Π with
respect to O.

Proof. Let I = (N,P, f) ∈ Π, and let ǫ, E , r, and R be as in Definition 2.2. We run the ellipsoid
algorithm starting with E , and as usual use either O or the objective gradient ▽f to update the
working ellipsoid in each iteration. We consider the implementation of the Ellipsoid method which
prioritizes O over ▽f in updating the ellipsoid. We show that this implementation of the ellipsoid
method must encounter, after at most poly(N, 1

ǫ
, log R

r
) iterations, an acceptable and ǫ-optimal

point as the center of the working ellipsoid. Stopping the ellipsoid algorithm after a suitable
number of iterations, and returning the best acceptable point — in terms of objective value —
encountered over all iterations of the algorithm then yields the theorem.

First, we lower-bound the volume of the family of ǫ-optimal feasible solutions — namely
{x ∈ P : f(x) ≤ OPT + ǫ[MAX −OPT ]}. It follows easily from Jensen’s inequality and a sim-
ple geometric argument that this set has volume at least ǫN vol(P). This, in turn, is at least
ǫNr.

Second, we show that so long the ellipsoid algorithm hasn’t encountered an ǫ-optimal feasible
solution, all such points must be inside the working ellipsoid. To see this, consider the first iteration
at which an ǫ-optimal feasible solution is excluded by the ellipsoid method, and let c be the
corresponding ellipsoid center and h be the corresponding hyperplane used to update the ellipsoid.
Note that h could not have been derived from O, since the corresponding half spaces never exclude
any point from the feasible set by our definition of OSO’s. Therefore, h = ▽f(c). By our priority
order on O and ▽f , it must be that c is acceptable. Since f is convex, the only points excluded by
h have objective value at least f(c), and therefore our assumption that we exclude some ǫ-optimal
solution implies that f(c) ≤ OPT+ǫ[MAX−OPT ]. To summarize, c itself is an ǫ-optimal feasible
solution.

Our proof is now complete by recalling that the volume of the working ellipsoid decreases by a
constant factor every N iterations.

3 The Persuasion Problem with i.i.d. Marginals

In this section we consider the case where there are exponentially many states of nature, but
the payoffs of different actions are independently and identically distributed (i.i.d.) according to
an explicitly-described marginal distribution. Specifically each state of nature θ is a vector in
Θ = [m]n for a parameter m, where θi ∈ [m] is the type of action i. Associated with each type
j ∈ [m] is a pair (ξj, ρj) ∈ R

2, where ξj [ρj ] is the payoff to the sender [receiver] when the receiver
chooses an action with type j. We are given a marginal distribution over types, described by a
vector q = (q1, ..., qm) ∈ ∆m. We assume each action’s type is drawn independently according
to q; specifically, the prior distribution λ on states of nature is given by λ(θ) =

∏
i∈[n] qθi . For

convenience, we let ξ = (ξ1, ..., ξm) ∈ R
m denote the vector all possible sender payoffs indexed

by type, and similarly ρ = (ρ1, ..., ρm) ∈ R
m denotes the vector of all possible receiver payoffs
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indexed by type. Also for convenience, we sometimes represent a state of nature θ as a {0, 1}
matrix Mθ ∈ R

n×m with precisely a single 1 per row; in particular, for any i ∈ [n], j ∈ [m], Mθ
ij = 1

if and only if action i has type j. We assume ξ, ρ, and q — the parameters describing the Bayesian
persuasion problem in this setting — are given explicitly.

In this setting the number of states of nature is exponential in the number of actions, and there-
fore the natural representation of a signaling scheme involves an exponential number of variables.
In fact, the natural linear program for the persuasion problem, described in Section 2.1, has an
exponential number of both variables and constraints. Nevertheless, as mentioned in Section 2.1
we seek to efficiently implement an optimal (or near optimal) signaling scheme ϕ as an oracle which
takes any state of nature θ as input and samples a signal σ ∼ ϕ(θ).

Given a signaling scheme ϕ with signals Σ = {σ1, . . . , σn}, we let αi =
∑

θ λ(θ)ϕ(θ, σi) denote
the probability of sending σi. Moreover, we define a matrix Mσi ∈ R

n×m representing — absent a
normalization factor — the marginal type distributions of the various actions conditioned on σi.

Mσi =
∑

θ

λ(θ)ϕ(θ, σi)M
θ, ∀i ∈ [n]. (3)

Note that each row of 1
αi
Mσi is the posterior marginal distribution of the corresponding action

conditioned on σi. Also note that each row of Mσi sums up to αi since each row of Mθ sums up to
1. We call M = (Mσ1 , ...,Mσn) ∈ R

n×m×n the signature of the signaling scheme ϕ. Notice that the
sender’s objective and the receiver’s incentive compatibility constraints can both be expressed in
term of the signature. In particular, using Mj to denote the j’th row of a matrix M , the incentive
compatibility constraints can be stated as ρ ·Mσi

i ≥ ρ ·Mσi

j for all i, j ∈ [n]. By incentivizing the
receiver to take action i upon receiving σi, the sender’s expected utility would be

∑
i∈[n] ξ ·Mσi

i .

We say M = (Mσ1 , ...,Mσn ) ∈ R
n×m×n is realizable if there exists a signaling scheme ϕ with

M as its signature — i.e. satisfying Equation (3) for all i ∈ [n]. Clearly, not all M ∈ R
n×m×n are

realizable. In fact, the family of realizable signatures constitutes a polytope P ⊆ R
n×m×n, which

has an extended formulation defined by the following system of exponentially many variables and
linear constraints.

Mσi =
∑

θ λ(θ)ϕ(θ, σi)M
θ, for i = 1, . . . , n.∑n

i=1 ϕ(θ, σi) = 1, for θ ∈ Θ.
ϕ(θ, σi) ≥ 0, for θ ∈ Θ, i ∈ [n].

(4)

As a result, the sender’s optimization problem can be re-written as the following linear program:

maximize
∑n

i=1 ξ ·Mσi

i

subject to ρ ·Mσi

i ≥ ρ ·Mσi

j , for i, j ∈ [n].

M = (Mσ1 , ...,Mσn ) ∈ P
(5)

3.1 Symmetry of the Optimal Signaling Scheme

We now show that there always exists a “symmetric” optimal signaling scheme if the action payoffs
are i.i.d. Given a signature M = (Mσ1 , ...,Mσn), it will sometimes be convenient to instead think
of it as the set of pairs {(Mσi , σi)}i∈[n].

Definition 3.1. (Symmetric Signaling Scheme) A signaling scheme ϕ with signature {(Mσi , σi)}i∈[n]
is called symmetric if there exist x,y ∈ R

m such that Mσi

i = x for any i ∈ [n] and Mσi

j = y for
any j 6= i. The pair (x,y) ∈ [0, 1]m × [0, 1]m is called the s-signature of ϕ.

9



In other words, a symmetric signaling scheme sends each signal with equal probability ||x||1,
and induces only two different posterior marginals for actions: x

||x||1
for the recommended action,

and y
||y||1

for the others. Based on the above definition, we call (x,y) realizable if there exists a

signaling scheme ϕ with (x,y) as its s-signature. The family of realizable s-signatures constitute a
polytope Ps ⊆ [0, 1]m × [0, 1]m, with an extended formulation given below.

x =
∑

θ λ(θ)ϕ(θ, σi)M
θ
i , for i = 1, . . . , n.

y =
∑

θ λ(θ)ϕ(θ, σi)M
θ
j , for j 6= i.∑n

i=1 ϕ(θ, σi) = 1, for θ ∈ Θ.
ϕ(θ, σi) ≥ 0, for θ ∈ Θ, i ∈ [n].

(6)

We make two simple observations regarding realizable s-signatures. First, ||x||1 = ||y||1 = 1
n
for

each (x,y) ∈ Ps, and this is because both ||x||1 and ||y||1 equal the probability of each of the n
signals. Additionally, since the signature must be consistent with prior marginal distribution q, we
have

x+ (n− 1)y =

n∑

i=1

Mσi

1 = q. (7)

We show that restricting to symmetric signaling schemes is without loss of generality.

Theorem 3.2. When the action payoffs are i.i.d., there exists an optimal and incentive-compatible
signaling scheme which is symmetric.

To prove Theorem 3.2, we need two closure properties of optimal signaling schemes — with
respect to permutations and convex combinations. We use π to denote a permutation of [n],
and let Sn denote the set of all such permutations. We define the permutation π(θ) of a state
of nature θ ∈ [m]n so that (π(θ))j = θπ(j), and similarly the permutation of a signal σi so that
π(σi) = σπ(i). Given a signature M = {(Mσi , σi)}i∈[n], we define the permuted signature π(M) =
{(πMσi , π(σi))}i∈[n], where πM denotes applying permutation π to the rows of a matrix M .

Lemma 3.3. Assume the action payoffs are i.i.d., and let π ∈ Sn be an arbitrary permutation. If
M is the signature of a signaling scheme ϕ, then π(M) is the signature of the scheme ϕπ defined
by ϕπ(θ) = π(ϕ(π−1(θ))). Moreover, if ϕ is incentive compatible and optimal, then so is ϕπ.

Proof. Let M = {(Mσ, σ)}σ∈Σ be the signature of ϕ, as given in the statement of the lemma. We
first show that π(M) = {(πMσ , π(σ))}σ∈Σ is realizable as the signature of the scheme ϕπ. By
definition, it suffices to show that

∑
θ λ(θ)ϕπ(θ, π(σ))M

θ = πMσ for an arbitrary signal π(σ).

∑

θ

λ(θ)ϕπ(θ, π(σ))M
θ =

∑

θ

λ(θ)ϕ(π−1(θ), σ)Mθ (by definition of ϕπ)

= π
∑

θ∈Θ

λ(θ)ϕ(π−1(θ), σ)(π−1Mθ) (by linearity of permutation)

= π
∑

θ∈Θ

λ(θ)ϕ(π−1(θ), σ)Mπ−1(θ)

= π
∑

θ∈Θ

λ(π−1(θ))ϕ(π−1(θ), σ)Mπ−1(θ) (Since λ is i.i.d.)

= π
∑

θ′∈Θ

λ(θ′)ϕ(θ′, σ)Mθ′ (by renaming π−1(θ) to θ′)

= πMσ (by definition of Mσ)

10



Now, assuming ϕ is incentive compatible, we check that ϕπ is incentive compatible by verifying
the relevant inequality for its signature.

ρ · (πMσi)π(i) − ρ · (πMσi)π(j) = ρ ·Mσi

i − ρ ·Mσi

j ≥ 0

Moreover, we show that the sender’s utility is the same for ϕ and ϕπ, completing the proof.

ξ · (πMσi)π(i) = ξ · (Mσi)i

Lemma 3.4. Let t ∈ [0, 1]. If A = (Aσ1 , . . . , Aσn) is the signature of scheme ϕA, and B =
(Bσ1 , . . . , Bσn) is the signature of a scheme ϕB, then their convex combination C = (Cσ1 , . . . , Cσn)
with Cσi = tAσi + (1 − t)Bσi is the signature of the scheme ϕC which, on input θ, outputs ϕA(θ)
with probability t and ϕB(θ) with probability 1 − t. Moreover, if ϕA and ϕB are both optimal and
incentive compatible, then so is ϕC .

Proof. This follows almost immediately from the fact that (5) is a linear program, with a convex
feasible set and a convex family of optimal solutions. We omit the straightforward details.

Proof of Theorem 3.2

Proof. Given an optimal and incentive compatible signaling scheme ϕ with signature {(Mσi , σi)}i∈[n],
we show the existence of a symmetric optimal and incentive-compatible scheme of the form in Def-
inition 3.1. According to Lemma 3.3, for π ∈ Sn the signature {(πMσi , π(σi))}i∈[n] — equivalently
written as {(πMσ

π−1(i) , σi}i∈[n] — corresponds to the optimal incentive compatible scheme ϕπ.
Invoking Lemma 3.4, the signature

{(Aσi , σi)}i∈[n] = {( 1
n!

∑

π∈Sn

πM
σ
π−1(i) , σi)}i∈[n]

also corresponds to an optimal and incentive compatible scheme, namely the scheme which draws
a permutation π uniformly at random, then signals according to ϕπ.

Observe that the i’th row of the matrix πM
σ
π−1(i) is the π−1(i)’th row of the matrix M

σ
π−1(i) .

Expressing Aσi

i as a sum over permutations π ∈ Sn, and grouping the sum by k = π−1(i), we can
write

Aσi

i =
1

n!

∑

π∈Sn

[πM
σ
π−1(i) ]i

=
1

n!

∑

π∈Sn

M
σ
π−1(i)

π−1(i)

=
1

n!

n∑

k=1

Mσk

k ·
∣∣{π ∈ Sn : π−1(i) = k

}∣∣

=
1

n!

n∑

k=1

Mσk

k · (n− 1)!

=
1

n

n∑

k=1

Mσk

k ,

11



which does not depend on i. Similarly, the j’th row of the matrix πMσ
π−1(i) is the π−1(j)’th row of

the matrix M
σ
π−1(i) . For j 6= i, expressing Aσi

j as a sum over permutations π ∈ Sn, and grouping

the sum by k = π−1(i) and l = π−1(j), we can write

Aσi

j =
1

n!

∑

π∈Sn

[πM
σ
π−1(i) ]j

=
1

n!

∑

π∈Sn

M
σ
π−1(i)

π−1(j)

=
1

n!

∑

k 6=l

Mσk

l ·
∣∣{π ∈ Sn : π−1(i) = k, π−1(j) = l

}∣∣

=
1

n!

∑

k 6=l

Mσk

l · (n− 2)!

=
1

n(n− 1)

∑

k 6=l

Mσk

l ,

which does not depend on i or j. Let

x =
1

n

n∑

k=1

Mσk

k ;

y =
1

n(n− 1)

∑

k 6=l

Mσk

l .

The signature {(Aσi , σi)}i∈[n] therefore describes an optimal, incentive compatible, and symmetric
scheme with s-signature (x,y).

3.2 A Simple (1− 1
e
)-Approximate Scheme

Theorem 3.2 shows that in order to compute an optimal signaling scheme, it suffices to optimize
over symmetric signaling schemes. This permits re-writing our optimization problem (5) as follows,
with variables x,y ∈ R

m.

maximize nξ · x
subject to ρ · x ≥ ρ · y

x+ (n− 1)y = q

||x||1 = 1
n

x,y ≥ 0
(x,y) ∈ Ps

(8)

Recall that the constraints ||x||1 = 1
n
and x + (n − 1)y = q are satisfied by symmetric schemes

Ps. Nevertheless, we list those constraints separately to aid in defining our relaxation of this
optimization problem.

It is non-trivial to solve optimization problem (8) directly, since the last constraint involves an
extended formulation with exponentially many variables and constraints, as described in Section 3.1.
In this section we explicitly construct a signaling scheme by relaxing (8) by removing its last
constraint, then constructing a scheme which approximately matches the optimal value of the
relaxed optimization problem. The constructed signaling scheme has a particularly simple and
instructive structure, and serves as a (1− 1

e
) multiplicative approximation to the optimal signaling
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scheme assuming all the payoffs are nonnegative. Specifically, our scheme can either be interpreted
as the combination of n independent signaling schemes, one per action, or as a direct incentive-
compatible scheme as described in Section 2.1.

Theorem 3.5. Algorithm 1 runs in poly(m,n) time, and serves as a (1− 1
e
)-approximate signaling

scheme for the Bayesian Persuasion problem with n i.i.d. actions, m types, and nonnegative payoffs.

Proof. We start by relaxing Linear Program (8) by removing its last constraint. In particular, the
following linear program has polynomially many variables and constraints, and therefore can be
solved efficiently.

maximize nξ · x
subject to ρ · x ≥ ρ · y

x+ (n− 1)y = q

||x||1 = 1
n

x,y ≥ 0

(9)

Let (x∗,y∗) be the optimal solution to LP (9). We first consider each action separately. Fix
an action i. Since x∗ + (n − 1)y∗ = q, we can construct two signals HIGH and LOW such that
HIGH is sent with probability ||x∗||1 = 1

n
and induces the posterior nx∗, while LOW is sent

with probability n−1
n

and induces posterior ny∗. This can be achieved as follows: if the action has
type j, sample HIGH with probability x∗j/qj and LOW otherwise. Note that our HIGH /LOW

terminology is justified by the incentive constraint ρ · x∗ ≥ ρ · y∗; i.e., the receiver has greater
posterior expected utility from the action when the signal is HIGH than when it is LOW.

Zooming out, the signaling scheme we construct simply announces the state HIGH or LOW

of each action independently. In particular, we construct an n-dimensional binary signal σ ∈
{HIGH,LOW}n, where the i’th component of σ is the result of applying the above HIGH /LOW

scheme to action i independently. Details are in Algorithm 1. Note that, as described, our signaling
scheme involves 2n signals, and is therefore not a direct scheme in the sense described in Section 2.1.
However, as will become apparent shortly, an equivalent direct scheme would simply recommend an
arbitrary action with state HIGH when at least one action is HIGH, and otherwise recommends
an arbitrary action.

Algorithm 1 Independent Signaling Scheme

Input: sender payoff vector ξ, receiver payoff vector ρ, prior distribution q

Input: an observed state of nature θ ∈ [m]n

Output: an n-dimensional binary signal σ ∈ {HIGH,LOW}n
1: Compute the optimal solution (x∗,y∗) of Linear Program (9).

2: For each action i independently, set component signal oi to HIGH with probability
x∗
θi

qθi
and to

LOW otherwise, where θi is the type of action i in the input state θ.

3: Return σ = (o1, ..., on).

To analyze the signaling scheme in Algorithm 1 let us think from the receiver’s perspective.
Upon receiving a binary signal σ ∈ {HIGH,LOW}n, the receiver infers a posterior distribution
nx∗ for every action with component signal HIGH, and a posterior ny∗ for every action with
component signal LOW. This is simply a consequence of the independence of the actions and
independence of our component signaling schemes.

13



When at least one component of our signal σ is HIGH, the receiver is indifferent between
the corresponding HIGH actions; choosing such an action results in sender utility nξ · x∗ =
Opt(LP (9)). Since each action’s component signal is HIGH with probability 1/n, and since
action payoffs and component signaling schemes are independent, the probability of at least one
HIGH component signal is 1−(1− 1

n
)n ≥ 1− 1

e
. When all components of σ are LOW, the sender’s

utility is at least 0. Therefore, Algorithm 1 extracts at least a (1 − 1
e
) fraction of Opt(LP (9)).

This concludes our proof.

Remark 3.6. Algorithm 1 signals independently for each action. This conveys an interesting
conceptual message. That is, even though the optimal signaling scheme might induce posterior beliefs
which correlate different actions, it is nevertheless true that signaling for each action independently
yields an approximately optimal signaling scheme. As a consequence, collaborative persuasion by
multiple parties (the senders), each of whom observes the payoff of one or more actions, is a task
that can be parallelized, requiring no coordination when actions are identical and independent and
only an approximate solution is sought. We leave open the question of whether this is possible when
action payoffs are independently but not identically distributed.

3.3 An Optimal Scheme

In this section, we exhibit a polynomial-time algorithm implementing an optimal signaling scheme
when the action payoffs are i.i.d, with marginal distribution described explicitly. We make use
of the ellipsoid method and a connection between symmetric signaling schemes and single-item
auctions with i.i.d. bidders. In particular, we show that there is a one-to-one correspondence
between symmetric signaling schemes and (a subset of) symmetric reduced forms of single-item
auctions with i.i.d. bidders, defined as follows.

Definition 3.7 ([10]). Consider a single-item auction setting with n i.i.d. bidders and m types
for each bidder, where each bidder’s type is distributed according to q ∈ ∆m. An allocation rule
is a randomized function A mapping a type profile θ ∈ [m]n to a winner A(θ) ∈ [n] ∪ {∗}, where
∗ denotes not allocating the item. We assume entries of θ are drawn i.i.d from q, and say the
allocation rule has symmetric reduced form τ ∈ [0, 1]m if for each bidder i ∈ [n] and type j ∈ [m],
τj is the conditional probability of i receiving the item given she has type j.

When q is clear from context, we say τ is realizable if there exists an allocation rule with τ as its
symmetric reduced form. We say an algorithm implements an allocation rule A if it takes as input
θ, and samples A(θ). As usual, we use λ to denote the product distribution induced by q where
convenient.

Theorem 3.8. Consider the Bayesian Persuasion problem with n i.i.d. actions and m types, with
parameters q ∈ ∆m, ξ ∈ R

m, and ρ ∈ R
m given explicitly. An optimal signaling scheme can be

implemented in poly(m,n) time.

Theorem 3.8 is a consequence of the following set of lemmas. The proofs of these lemmas involve
Border’s characterization of the family of realizable reduced forms of a single item auction [10, 9],
as well as its algorithmic properties (see e.g. [12, 2]).

Lemma 3.9. Let (x,y) ∈ [0, 1]m × [0, 1]m, and define τ = (x1
q1
, ..., xm

qm
). The pair (x,y) is a

realizable s-signature if and only if (a) ||x||1 = 1
n
, (b) x + (n − 1)y = q, and (c) τ is a realizable

symmetric reduced form of an allocation rule with n i.i.d. bidders, m types, and type distribution q.
Moreover, assuming x and y satisfy (a), (b) and (c), and given black-box access to an allocation rule
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A with symmetric reduced form τ , a signaling scheme with s-signature (x,y) can be implemented
in poly(n,m) time.

Proof. For the “only if” direction, ||x||1 = 1
n
and x+ (n− 1)y = q were established in Section 3.1.

To show that τ is a realizable symmetric reduced form for an allocation rule, let ϕ be a signaling
scheme with s-signature (x,y). Recall from the definition of an s-signature that, for each i ∈ [n],
signal σi has probability 1/n, and nx is the posterior distribution of action i’s type conditioned
on signal σi. Now consider the following allocation rule: Given a type profile θ ∈ [m]n of the n
bidders, allocate the item to bidder i with probability ϕ(θ, σi) for any i ∈ [n]. By Bayes rule,

Pr[i gets item|i has type j] = Pr[i has type j|i gets item] · Pr[i gets item]

Pr[i has type j]

= nxj ·
1/n

qj
=

xj
qj

Therefore τ is indeed the reduced form of the described allocation rule.
For the “if” direction, let τ , x, and y be as in the statement of the lemma, and consider an

allocation rule A with symmetric reduced form τ . Observe that A always allocates the item, since
for each player i ∈ [n] we have Pr[i gets the item] =

∑m
j=1 qjτj =

∑m
j=1 xj = 1

n
. We define the

direct signaling scheme ϕA by ϕA(θ) = σA(θ). Let M = (Mσ1 , . . . ,Mσn) be the signature of ϕA.
Recall that, for θ ∼ λ and arbitrary i ∈ [n] and j ∈ [m], Mσi

ij is the probability that ϕA(θ) = σi
and θi = j; by definition, this equals the probability that A allocates the item to player i and her
type is j, which is τjqj = xj. As a result, the signature M of ϕA satisfies Mσi

i = x for every action
i. If ϕA were symmetric, we would conclude that its s-signature is (x,y) since every s-signature
(x,y′) must satisfy x + (n − 1)y′ = q (see Section 3.1). However, this is not guaranteed when
the allocation rule A exhibits some asymmetry. Nevertheless, ϕA can be “symmetrized” into a
signaling scheme ϕ′

A which first draws a random permutation π ∈ Sn, and signals π(ϕA(π
−1(θ))).

That ϕ′
A has s-signature (x,y) follows a similar argument to that used in the proof of Theorem

3.2, and we therefore omit the details here.
Finally, observe that the description of ϕ′

A above is constructive assuming black-box access
to A, with runtime overhead that is polynomial in n and m.

Lemma 3.10. An optimal realizable s-signature, as described by linear program (8), can be com-
puted in poly(n,m) time.

Proof. By Lemma 3.9, we can re-write LP (8) as follows:

maximize nξ · x
subject to ρ · x ≥ ρ · y

x+ (n− 1)y = q

||x||1 = 1
n

(x1
q1
, ...., xm

qm
) is a realizable symmetric reduced form

(10)

From [10, 9, 12, 2], we know that the family of all the realizable symmetric reduced forms
constitutes a polytope, and moreover that this polytope admits an efficient separation oracle. The
runtime of this oracle is polynomial in m and n, and as a result the above linear program can be
solved in poly(n,m) time using the Ellipsoid method.

Lemma 3.11. (See [12, 2]) Consider a single-item auction setting with n i.i.d. bidders and m types
for each bidder, where each bidder’s type is distributed according to q ∈ ∆m. Given a realizable
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symmetric reduced form τ ∈ [0, 1]m, an allocation rule with reduced form τ can be implemented in
poly(n,m) time.

We leave open whether the optimal signaling scheme can be computed efficiently when actions
are independent but not identically distributed. The results of this section exploited crucially the
symmetry of the optimal scheme, and extending these results to non-symmetric actions appears to
be nontrivial.

4 Dispersion Testing and Inversion

Before tackling the general Bayesian Persuasion problem we define two abstract problems on vector
spaces which we term dispersion testing and dispersion inversion, and connect them to signaling.
For two distributions A and B supported on the same vector space V, we say A is a dispersion of B
(a.k.a. A is a mean-preserving spread of B) if, for b ∼ B, there is a random vector z ∈ V potentially
correlated with b such that b+ z ∼ A and E[z|b] = 0. Equivalently, A is a dispersion of B if and
only if the random variables a ∼ A and b ∼ B can be coupled3 so that E[a|b] = b. We note that
dispersion defines a partial order on distributions. When the vector space V is equipped with a
norm ||.||, we say A is an ǫ-dispersion of B if there is a distribution C such that A is a dispersion
of C, and moreover C is within earthmover distance ǫ of B with respect to the norm ||.||.

The dispersion relation is related in a straightforward way to signaling. We think of the state of
nature θ as a vector in V with distribution A, and B as the desired distribution of posterior expec-
tations. A signaling scheme ϕ : V → Σ inducing the desired distribution of posterior expectations
exists if and only if A is a dispersion of B.

Lemma 4.1. Let A and B be two distributions on a vector space V. The following two statements
are equivalent

a. A is a dispersion of B.

b. There is a set Σ and a randomized function ϕ : V → Σ such that, when a ∼ A, it holds that
E[a|ϕ(a)] ∼ B.

Proof. For the first direction assume A is a dispersion of B, and let a ∼ A and b ∼ B be coupled
so that E[a|b] = b. Let Σ = V and ϕ(a) = b. We have E[a|ϕ(a)] = E[a|b] = b ∼ B.

For the second direction, take ϕ and Σ as given by (b). Let a ∼ A, and let b = E[a|ϕ(a)]. Note
that b ∼ B, as given by (b). Now, it remains to show that a and b are coupled to prove dispersion:
E[a|b] = E[a|E[a|ϕ(a)]] = E[a|ϕ(a)] = b, as needed.4

When a signaling scheme ϕ : V → Σ satisfies (b) from Lemma 4.1, we say that ϕ forges B
from A. We can think of ϕ as inverting the mean-preserving spread applied to B to form A. More
generally, when ϕ forges from A a distribution C within earthmover distance ǫ from B, we say ϕ
ǫ-forges B from A. From Lemma 4.1, B can be ǫ-forged from A if and only if A is an ǫ-dispersion
of B.

An instance of either the testing or inversion problems is given via two distributions A and
B supported on a normed vector space, and two parameters ǫ1 ≥ 0 and ǫ2 > 0. For testing, our
goal is to distinguish the case in which A is an ǫ1-dispersion of B from that in which A is not an

3Recall that a coupling of two random variables a and b is a distribution over pairs (a′, b′) with the property that

a′ d
=a and b′

d
= b, where

d
= denotes equality in distribution.

4We use the fact that for two random variables x and y on a vector space, it is the case that E[x|E[x|y]] = E[x|y].
This is not too hard to show using the tower property of conditional expectations, though we omit the details.
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find x
subject to

∑
b∈supp(B) x(a, b) = PrA[a], for a ∈ supp(A).∑
a∈supp(A) x(a, b) = PrB[b], for b ∈ supp(B).∑
a∈supp(A) x(a, b) · a = PrB[b] · b, for b ∈ supp(B).

x(a, b) ≥ 0, for a ∈ supp(A), b ∈ supp(B).

Figure 1: Dispersion Testing Linear Program when ǫ1 = 0

(ǫ1 + ǫ2)-dispersion of B, and in the latter case output a dual certificate — whose form we will
describe shortly — to that effect. For inversion, if our input is such that A is an ǫ1-dispersion
of B, our goal is efficient implementation of signaling scheme ϕ which (ǫ1 + ǫ2)-forges B from A.
Specifically, we implement an oracle which takes as input a query a ∈ V and outputs a sample from
ϕ(a), for some signaling scheme ϕ which (ǫ1 + ǫ2)-forges B from A.

We restrict attention to the vector space Rd equipped with an arbitrary norm, which we denote
by ||.||. In other words, we work in the Banach Space (Rd, ||.||). We also use ||.||∗ to denote the
dual of our chosen norm.5 Additionally, we assume that both A and B are supported on the unit
ball with respect to norm ||.|| (e.g. [−1, 1]d in the case of the L∞ norm). When both A and B have
finite support and are represented explicitly, dispersion testing with ǫ = 0 reduces to a simple linear
feasibility problem, illustrated in Figure 1. Notably, a solution x to the feasibility problem describes
a signaling scheme forging B from A: on input a, the scheme outputs b with probability x(a,b)

PrA[a] .
Our case of interest is whenA is implicitly described via a sampling oracle, while B is represented

explicitly as a pair (B, q) with B ∈ R
d×k and q ∈ ∆k, where the columns of the matrix B correspond

to the support of B, and q is a vector in the probability simplex assigning probabilities to the
columns of B. In this case, we design a BPP algorithm for our testing problem which takes in
parameters ǫ1 ≥ 0 and ǫ2, δ > 0, runs in time poly(d, k, 1

ǫ2
, log(1

δ
)), and with probability 1 − δ

distinguishes between inputs in which A is an ǫ1-dispersion of B and those in which A is not an
(ǫ1 + ǫ2)-dispersion of B; in the latter case, our algorithm outputs a dual certifier to the fact that
A is not an ǫ1-dispersion of B, of the form (W,z) ∈ R

d×k × R
k. For the inversion problem, our

algorithm takes in the parameter ǫ2 > 0 and, assuming A is an ǫ1-dispersion of B for some ǫ1 ≥ 0,
implements a signaling scheme which (ǫ1 + ǫ2)-forges B from A in time poly(d, k, 1

ǫ2
).

Our dispersion-testing algorithm is fairly simple, and proceeds as follows. The algorithm takes
polynomially many samples Ã from A, then uses a convex program to test whether the empirical
distribution Ã is an (ǫ1+

1
2ǫ2)-dispersion of B, using a dual of the convex program to certify negative

answers. The inversion algorithm builds on the same convex program: given a query a ∈ V, it takes
polynomially-many samples Ã from A and uses the convex program to compute a description of
signaling scheme ϕ approximately forging B from Ã∪ {a} — the empirical distribution augmented
with the query. The inversion algorithm then signals ϕ(a). We describe the details in Algorithms
2 and 3.

The correctness of our algorithms hinges on a primal/dual characterization of optimal dispersion,
which we state first in the following two Lemmas.

Lemma 4.2. The optimal value of convex program (11) is the minimum ǫ such that A = (A,p) is
an ǫ-dispersion of B = (B, q). Moreover, the optimal solution B̃ is such that A is a dispersion of
B̃ = (B̃, q), and EMD(B̃,B) = ǫ via the transport map bj → b̃j .

5Recall that the dual of a norm ||.|| in R
d is defined as follows: ||x||∗ = max {x · y : ||y|| = 1}, where x ·y denotes

the standard inner product of x and y.
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Algorithm 2 Dispersion Testing Procedure

Parameter: ǫ1 ≥ 0, ǫ2, δ > 0

Input: Sample oracle for A
Input: Explicit Distribution B with support b1, . . . , bk and probabilities q1, . . . , qk

Output: ACCEPT or (REJECT, (W,z)), where W ∈ R
d×k and z ∈ R

k

1: Sample a1, . . . ,aℓ ∼ A, where ℓ = 288( 1
ǫ2
)2(log 2

δ
+ k(d+ 1) log 33k

ǫ2
).

2: Solve optimization problem (11) and its dual (12) on Ã := Uniform(a1, . . . ,aℓ) and B.
3: if The optimal value of (11) is greater than ǫ1 + ǫ2/2 then

4: return REJECT and the dual solution (W,z);

5: else

6: return ACCEPT.

7: end if

Algorithm 3 Dispersion Inversion Procedure

Parameter: Parameter ǫ2 > 0

Parameter: Sample oracle for A
Parameter: Explicit Distribution B with support b1, . . . , bk and probabilities q1, . . . , qk

Input: Vector a ∈ R
d

Output: Vector b ∈ R
d

1: Sample a1, . . . ,aℓ ∼ A, where ℓ = 288( 1
ǫ2
)2k(d+ 2) log 33k

ǫ2
= poly(d, k, 1

ǫ2
).

2: Solve (11) on uniform(a1, . . . ,aℓ,a) and B to get solution x.

3: return bj ∈ supp(B) with probability proportional to x(ℓ+ 1, j).

minimize
∑k

j=1 qj||bj − b̃j||
subject to

∑k
j=1 x(i, j) = pi, for i = 1, . . . , ℓ.∑ℓ
i=1 x(i, j) = qj, for j = 1, . . . , k.∑ℓ
i=1 x(i, j) · ai = qj · b̃j , for j = 1, . . . , k.

x(i, j) ≥ 0, for i = 1, . . . , ℓ, j = 1, . . . , k.

(11)

Figure 2: Approximate Dispersion Testing. Inputs are A = (A,p) and B = (B, q), with support
sizes ℓ and k respectively. Variables are x ∈ R

ℓ×k and b̃1, . . . , b̃k ∈ R
d

maximize
∑k

j=1 qj(wj · bj − 2zj)−Ea∼A

[
maxkj=1(wj · a− 2zj)

]

subject to ||wj ||∗ ≤ 1, for j = 1, . . . , k.
|zj | ≤ 1, for j = 1, . . . , k.

(12)

Figure 3: Dual formulation of Approximate Dispersion Testing. Inputs are distributions A and B,
where B = (B, q) has support size k. Variables are W = [w1, . . . ,wk] ∈ R

d×k and z1, . . . , zk ∈ R.
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Lemma 4.3. Convex programs (11) and (12) are duals, and strong duality holds.

The proofs of these Lemmas build on a number of structural properties of optimal dispersion
which we develop in Section 4.1, and are hence deferred to Section 4.2. We note that, unlike the
standard Lagrange dual, our dual convex program is distinguished by the fact that dual variables
are constrained in norm, and hence Lemma 4.3 requires a specialized proof which constructs a
2-player game and invokes Sion’s minimax theorem.

Using the above Lemmas, correctness and runtime for the two algorithms is summarized by the
following theorems.

Theorem 4.4. Fix the parameters ǫ1, ǫ2, δ of Algorithm 2. Let A and B = (B, q) denote arbitrary
input distributions to Algorithm 2, and let k denote the support size of B. The following hold for
the output of Algorithm 2 with probability at least 1− δ.

1. If A is an ǫ1-dispersion of B, then the algorithm accepts.

2. if A is not an (ǫ1 + ǫ2)-dispersion of B, then the algorithm rejects.

3. If the algorithm rejects and outputs a certificate (W, z), then

k∑

j=1

qj(wj · bj − 2zj) >

k∑

j=1

rj(wj · cj − 2zj) (13)

for every support-k distribution C = (C, r) such that A is an ǫ1-dispersion of C.

Moreover, Algorithm 2 can be implemented to run in time poly(d, k, 1
ǫ2
, log(1

δ
)) when ||.|| = ||.||p for

some p ≥ 1.

Proof. First, we show that the optimal value of (11) converges rapidly in the number of samples —
specifically, if we sample ℓ = 288( 1

ǫ2
)2(log 2

δ
+ k(d+1) log 33k

ǫ2
) = poly(d, k, 1

ǫ2
, log(1

δ
)) times from A

and solve (11) using the empirical distribution Ã in lieu of A, the empirical optimal value we get
is within ǫ2/2 of the ground truth with probability at least 1 − δ. Invoking Lemma 4.3, we show
this by analyzing the convergence of the dual (12). Note that the objective function of (12) has
range [−3, 3], and moreover it is Lipschitz continuous in each of its variables — specifically, it is
2-Lipschitz continuous in each of z1, . . . , zk ∈ R with respect to the usual metric on R, and it is
1-Lipschitz continuous in each of w1, . . . ,wk ∈ R

d with respect to the metric induced by the norm
||.||∗.

By standard Hoeffding bounds and boundedness of the range of objective values, the empirical
objective value for a fixed dual solution (Ŵ , ẑ) is accurate to within ǫ2/4 but for a probability of
2 exp(− 1

288 (ǫ2)
2 ℓ). The remainder of the proof follows from Lipschitz continuity of the objective

function and boundedness of the feasible set, using a standard meshing argument and the union
bound. We omit the (fairly standard) details, though mention that our meshing argument uses the
fact that for every d-dimensional Banach space — in particular the space (Rd, ||.||∗) in which our
variables w1, . . . ,wk lie — the unit ball can be covered by at most (1+2/ǫ)d ǫ-balls (see e.g. [14]).

Now, observe that (1) and (2) both follow from Lemma 4.2 and the rapid convergence to the
optimal value proved above. We now prove (3). Assume that B is rejected by the algorithm; rapid
convergence implies that, with probability 1− δ, we have

k∑

j=1

qj(wj · bj − 2zj)− E
a∼A

[
k

max
j=1

wj · a− 2zj ] > ǫ1. (14)
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Now assume that A is an ǫ1-dispersion of C = (C, r). Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, combined with the
observation that (W,z) is also feasible for (12) when instantiated for A and C, imply that

k∑

j=1

rj(wj · cj − 2zj)− E
a∼A

[
k

max
j=1

wj · a− 2zj ] ≤ ǫ1 (15)

Combining inequalities (14) and (15) yields (13).
For runtime, it is easy to verify that convex programs (11) and (12) each admit an efficient

(exact) separation oracle for the feasible set, permit evaluation of the objective and its gradient
(or a subgradient), and admit a suitable bounding ellipsoid, when ||.|| is an Lp norm. Standard
application of the ellipsoid method then permits solving both programs in time polynomial in d, k,
ℓ, and the desired precision. This suffices for implementing Algorithm 2 efficiently. We omit the
straightforward details.

Theorem 4.5. Fix ǫ1 ≥ 0 and ǫ2 > 0. Assume A is an ǫ1-dispersion of B. Algorithm 3 instantiated
with (A,B) implements a signaling scheme which (ǫ1+ǫ2)-forges B from A. Moreover, the algorithm
can be implemented in time poly(d, k, 1

ǫ2
)) when ||.|| = ||.||p for some p ≥ 1.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.4, we know that with an ℓ = 288( 1
ǫ2
)2k(d + 2) log 33k

ǫ2
=

poly(d, k, 1
ǫ2
), the value of (11) computed in Step 2 of Algorithm 3, is within ǫ2/2 of its limit —

i.e. no more than ǫ1 + ǫ2/2 — with probability at least 1 − ǫ2/4. Now consider the effect of the
signaling scheme ϕx described by x — the solution computed in Step 2 — when applied to a vector
a′ uniformly chosen from Ã ∪ {a}. With probability at least 1− ǫ2/4 over choice of Ã and a, the
distribution of the random variable b′ = E[a′|ϕx(a

′)], after conditioning on Ã and a, is (ǫ1+ ǫ2/2)-
close (in earthmover distance) to B. Since b′ is never more than a distance of 2 from any point in
the support of B (recall we restricted ourselves to the unit ball), after removing the conditioning
we are guaranteed that b′ is within earthmover distance at most ǫ1 + ǫ2/2 + 2 · ǫ2/4 = ǫ1 + ǫ2 from
distribution B.

To complete the proof, we observe that the joint distribution of the input a and the signaling
scheme ϕx is identical to the joint distribution of a′ and ϕx.

6 By the principle of deferred decisions,
applying the (random) signaling scheme ϕx to the input a yields an output which is (ǫ1 + ǫ2)-close
to the distribution B in earthmover distance. This concludes the proof.

The runtime bound follows as in Theorem 4.4.

4.1 Structural Properties of Dispersion

In this subsection, we establish two structural properties of dispersion which lead to a proof of
Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, and also come in handy in Section 5. Our first structural lemma characterizes
optimal approximate solutions to the dispersion problem. Specifically, when finding the closest (in
terms of earth-mover distance) distribution to B that is dispersed by A, we can restrict attention
to distributions B̃ whose support is in a one-to-one correspondence with the support of B, and for
which the optimal transport map from B̃ to B simply sends all mass on b̃j to bj.

Lemma 4.6. Let A and B be two distributions on R
d, where B = (B, q) has support size k. If A

is an ǫ-dispersion of B, then A is a dispersion of some distribution B̃ = (B̃, q) with support size k
and EMD(B̃,B) = ∑k

j=1 qj||b̃j − bj || ≤ ǫ.

6Technically, this requires that the computation in step (2) does not depend on the order of the input Ã ∪ {a}.
This can easily be guaranteed by applying a random permutation to the empirical distribution prior to solving the
convex program.
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Proof. Let C be a distribution such that A is a dispersion of C, and EMD(C,B) ≤ ǫ. Let c ∼ C, and
z1 be such that c+z1 ∼ A and E[z1|c] = 0 — such a random variable z1 exists by our assumption
that A is a dispersion of C. Denote a = c+z1. Let z2 be such that c+z2 ∼ B, and E[||z2||] ≤ ǫ —
such a random variable z2 exists by the fact that earthmover distance between C and B is at most
ǫ. Denote b = c + z2. We may assume that z1 and z2 are conditionally independent given c. Let
b̃ = E[c|b] — note that b̃ is a random variable support size k, taking on some value b̃j whenever
b = bj (with probability qj).

First, we show that a is a dispersion of b̃.

E[a|b̃ = b̃j ] = E[a|b = bj]

= E[c|b = bj] +E[z1|b = bj]

= b̃j +E[z1|c+ z2 = bj ]

= b̃j +
∑

c′∈supp(C)

Pr[c = c′|c+ z2 = bj ]E[z1|c = c′, c+ z2 = bj ]

= b̃j +
∑

c′∈supp(C)

Pr[c = c′|c+ z2 = bj ]E[z1|c = c′,z2 = bj − c′]

= b̃j +
∑

c′∈supp(C)

Pr[c = c′|c+ z2 = bj ]E[z1|c = c′]

= b̃j

Second, we show that the earthmover distance between b̃ and b is at most ǫ, by way of the trivial
transport map which simply takes b̃j to bj .

ǫ ≥ E[||z2||]
= E[||c − b||]

=
k∑

j=1

qj E[||c − bj|| | b = bj]

≥
k∑

j=1

qj||E[c|b = bj]− bj||

=
k∑

j=1

qj||b̃j − bj ||

Our second structural lemma shows that the family of distributions approximately dispersed by
a distribution A form a convex set, when parametrized a certain way. Specifically, for a distribution
B = (B, q) on R

d with B = [b1, . . . , bk] ∈ R
d×k and q ∈ ∆k, we define an alternate representation

sig(B), which we term its signature, as the pair (B̂, q) where B̂ = [q1b1, . . . , qkbk]. We show that
the family of all signatures of distributions ǫ-dispersed by A form a convex set.

Lemma 4.7. Let A be a distribution on R
d, and fix an integer k and a parameter ǫ ≥ 0. The set

{
sig(B, q) : q ∈ ∆k, B ∈ R

d×k,A is a ǫ-dispersion of (B, q)
}

(16)

is a convex subset of Rd×k × R
k.
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Proof. We use b̂j to denote qjbj . From Lemma 4.6, it follows that A is a ǫ-dispersion of (B, q) if and
only if the following system, with variables {xj(a) ∈ R : j ∈ [k],a ∈ supp(A)} and

{
ĉj ∈ R

d : j ∈ [k]
}
,

is satisfiable. Note that, in every feasible solution of this system, (Ĉ, q) is the signature of a dis-
tribution dispersed by A.

∑
j ||ĉj − b̂j|| ≤ ǫ∑k
j=1 xj(a) = PrA[a], for a ∈ supp(A).∑
a∈supp(A) xj(a) = qj, for j ∈ [k].∑
a∈supp(A) xj(a) · a = ĉj, for j ∈ [k].

xj(a) ≥ 0, for a ∈ supp(A), j ∈ [k].

(17)

Thinking of q and b̂1, . . . , b̂k as variables as well, the above is a system of linear equations and
a convex inequality, which can be interpreted as an extended formulation for the set of signatures
described in (16). In other words, the set (16) is the projection of polytope (17) onto a subset of
its variables. The projection of a convex set onto a subspace is convex, completing our proof.

4.2 Proof of Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3

Lemma 4.2 follows immediately from Lemma 4.6. We devote the remainder of this section to
proving Lemma 4.3.

In order to characterize the optimal value of (12), we define a two-player zero-sum game
parametrized by distributions A and B over R

d, where B has support size k. In this game, the
maximizing player’s strategy consists of the matrix W = [w1, . . . ,wk] and the coefficients z1, . . . , zk
(constrained as in (12)), while the minimizing player’s strategy is a distribution B̃ = (B̃, q̃) with
support size k such that A is a dispersion of B̃. The payoff of the maximizing player is given by
the function f , defined below.

f(W,z, B̃, q̃) :=

k∑

j=1

qj(wj · bj − 2zj)−
k∑

j=1

q̃j(wj · b̃j − 2zj) (18)

To see the relationship with (12), we can think of B̃ in terms of the (possibly randomized) signaling
scheme ϕ : Rd → [k] which forges B̃ from A (whose existence is guaranteed by Lemma 4.1). Letting
a ∼ A, we have

f(W,z, B̃, q̃) =
k∑

j=1

qj(wj · bj − 2zj)−
k∑

j=1

Pr[ϕ(a) = j](wj ·E[a|ϕ(a) = j]− 2zj) (19)

=
k∑

j=1

qj(wj · bj − 2zj)−
k∑

j=1

Pr[ϕ(a) = j]E[wj · a− 2zj |ϕ(a) = j] (20)

≥
k∑

j=1

qj(wj · bj − 2zj)−E[
k

max
j=1

wj · a− 2zj ], (21)

where equality holds for the signaling scheme ϕ(a) = argmaxkj=1wj · aj − 2zj . Therefore, the
objective of (12) is simply the maximizing player’s utility when he plays (W,z) and the minimizing
player best responds. Consequently, the optimal value of (12) is the maximin value of this game.
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Note that f is linear in the maximizing player’s strategy (W,z), and the feasible such strategies
form a compact, convex set. Moreover, f is linear in the minimizing player’s strategy when said
strategy is represented via the signature of B̃, as defined in Section 4.1; the family of such signatures
form a convex set by Lemma 4.7. Consequently, by Sion’s minimax theorem, the value of the game
is well-defined, and equals both its minimax and maximin values.

Let ν denote the value of the game (equal to the optimal value of the dual program (12)),
and let ǫ∗ denote the minimum ǫ such that A is an ǫ-dispersion of B (i.e. the optimal value of
the primal program (11) by Lemma 4.2). We will complete the proof by showing that ν = ǫ∗.
The first direction, namely ν ≤ ǫ∗, is easy: let B∗ be such that A is a dispersion of B∗, and
EMD(B∗,B) = ǫ∗. By Lemma 4.6, we assume B∗ has support size k, is of the form (B∗, q), and
the optimal transportation from B∗ to B is the trivial map b∗j → bj. The following holds for every
response (W,z) of the maximizing player.

f(W,z, B∗, q) =

k∑

j=1

qj(wj · bj − 2zj)−
k∑

j=1

qj(wj · b∗j − 2zj)

=

k∑

j=1

qjwj · (bj − b∗j)

≤
∑

j=1

qj||b∗j − bj|| (By Holder’s inequality)

= EMD(B∗,B) = ǫ∗

The second direction, ν ≥ ǫ∗, is more involved. Let (B̃, q̃) be an arbitrary strategy of the
minimizing player. We will show that there is a response (W ∗,z∗) such that f(W ∗,z∗, B̃, q̃) ≥ ǫ∗.
Specifically, let w∗

j be such that w∗
j · (bj − b̃j) = ||bj − b̃j || and ||w∗

j ||∗ = 1 — the existence of
such a vector follows from duality of the norms. We denote J+ = {j ∈ [k] : q̃j > qj} and J− =

{j ∈ [k] : q̃j ≤ qj}. For j ∈ J+, we let z∗j = 1
2(||b̃j ||+w∗

j · b̃j). For j ∈ J−, we let z∗j = 1
2(w

∗
j · bj −

||bj||). We now lowerbound the maximizing player’s utility.

f(W ∗,z∗, B̃, q̃) =
k∑

j=1

qj(w
∗
j · bj − 2z∗j )−

k∑

j=1

q̃j(w
∗
j · b̃j − 2z∗j )

=
∑

j∈J+

qjw
∗
j · (bj − b̃j) + (q̃j − qj)(2z

∗
j −w∗

j · b̃j)

+
∑

j∈J−

q̃jw
∗
j · (bj − b̃j) + (qj − q̃j)(w

∗
j · bj − 2z∗j )

=
∑

j∈J+

qj ||bj − b̃j ||+ (q̃j − qj)||b̃j ||+
∑

j∈J−

q̃j||bj − b̃j||+ (qj − q̃j)||bj||

We will now argue that the resulting expression is the cost of a certain transport map from B̃ to B,
from which it follows that f(W ∗,z∗, B̃, q̃) ≥ ǫ∗. For j ∈ J+, the term qj||bj − b̃j|| + (q̃j − qj)||b̃j||
is the cost of sending qj probability mass from b̃j to bj , plus the cost exporting the excess (q̃j − qj)

mass from b̃j to 0. For j ∈ J−, the term q̃j||bj − b̃j ||+ (qj − q̃j)||bj || is the cost of sending q̃j mass

from b̃j to bj, plus the cost of importing the deficit qj − q̃j from 0 to bj . Since the total excess
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maximize
∑n

i=1 qisi(i)
subject to ri(i) ≥ ri(j), for i, j ∈ [n] with i 6= j.

λ is an ǫ′-dispersion of ([(s1, r1), . . . , (sn, rn)], q)
si ∈ [−1, 1]n, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
ri ∈ [−1, 1]n, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
q ∈ ∆n

(22)

Optimal Signaling Optimization Problem

probability mass for J+ equals the total deficit mass for J−, the expression does evaluate the cost
of a transport map from B̃ to B, as needed.

5 The General Persuasion Problem

We turn our attention to the Bayesian Persuasion problem where the payoffs of different actions are
arbitrarily correlated, and the joint distribution λ is presented as a black-box sampling oracle. We
assume that payoffs are bounded, and our approximation guarantees will be additive relative to the
range of payoffs. Without loss of generality, we normalize payoffs in order to simplify our exposition;
In particular, we assume the black-box distribution λ is supported on Θ ⊆ [−1, 1]n × [−1, 1]n. In
addition to permitting additive approximation in our objective function (i.e. the sender’s expected
payoff), we also permit approximate incentive compatibility, in the additive sense described in
Section 2.1. We prove the following theorem.

Theorem 5.1. Consider the Bayesian Persuasion problem in the black-box oracle model with n
actions and payoffs in [−1, 1], and let ǫ > 0 be a parameter. An ǫ-optimal and ǫ-incentive compatible
direct signaling scheme can be implemented in poly(n, 1

ǫ
) time.

In proving the above theorem, we employ dispersion testing and inversion as subroutines. Since
states of nature lie in [−1, 1]2n, we instantiate the machinery of Section 4 with V = R

2n and
||.|| = ||.||∞. Our algorithm will in essence approximately optimize over realizable distributions of
posterior expectations — i.e. distributions approximately dispersed by λ — using the dispersion
test from Section 4 as an approximate separation oracle. After the optimization yields an approxi-
mately realizable distribution of posterior expectations, we use the dispersion inversion procedure
to produce a signaling scheme.

The optimization step of our algorithm applies the ellipsoid method, as described in Section 2.3,
to approximately solve the optimization problem (22) for a parameter ǫ′ = 1/poly(1

ǫ
, n) to be set

later. Note that (22) slightly relaxes our optimization problem to optimizing over distributions
ǫ′-dispersed by λ, and this is necessary for technical reasons related to establishing a lower-bound
on the volume of the feasible set, as required by the ellipsoid method. Whereas (22) is not a
convex optimization problem as written, it is equivalent to the “convexified” optimization problem
(23), which works with the signature of the distribution of posterior expectations, as defined in
Section 4.1. Lemma 4.7 implies that (23) is indeed a convex program. We use a one-sided-error
separation oracle (Definition 2.1) for the feasible set which simply employs a dispersion test (Algo-
rithm 2) with parameters ǫ1 = ǫ2 = ǫ′, and δ = ǫ′

poly(n, 1
ǫ′
)
sufficiently small so as to guarantee success

for all calls to the dispersion test throughout the ellipsoid method’s execution with probability 1−ǫ′.
In our separation oracle, the other constraints are checked explicitly.
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maximize
∑n

i=1 ŝi(i)
subject to r̂i(i) ≥ r̂i(j), for i, j ∈ [n] with i 6= j.

λ is an ǫ′-dispersion of sig−1([(ŝ1, r̂1), . . . , (ŝn, r̂n)], q)
−qi ≤ ŝi(j) ≤ qi, for i, j ∈ [n].
−qi ≤ r̂i(j) ≤ qi, for i, j ∈ [n].
q ∈ ∆n

(23)
Optimal Signaling Convex Program

Lemma 5.2. There is an algorithm for approximately solving (22), parametrized by ǫ′ > 0, with
the following guarantees:

• The algorithm runs in time poly(n, 1
ǫ′
)

• The algorithm outputs B = ([(s1, r1), . . . , (sn, rn)], q) satisfying all non-dispersion constraints
of (22)

• With probability 1− ǫ′, both the following hold:

– λ is a 2ǫ′-dispersion of B
– B is ǫ′-optimal; i.e.,

∑
i qisi(i) is within an additive ǫ′ of the optimal value of (22)

Proof. We apply the ellipsoid method, as described in Section 2.3, to (23). For the OSO, we use
Algorithm 2 with parameters ǫ1 = ǫ2 = ǫ′, and δ polynomially small in n and 1

ǫ′
in order to

guarantee a probability of success of 1− ǫ′. Note that the certificate output by the dispersion test,
as described in Theorem 4.4, actually describes a separating hyperplane in signature space. Other
constraints are checked explicitly. The lemma follows from Theorems 4.4 and 2.3, modulo bounds
on the volume of the feasible set and a circumscribing ellipsoid.

Observe that the feasible set of (23) lies in the affine set R
2n2 × aff(∆n) ⊆ R

2n2+n. As our
bounding ellipsoid E , we take the projection of the radius 2n2+n ball B(0, 2n2+n) ⊆ R

2n2+n onto
the subspace R

2n2 × aff(∆n). It is clear that the volume of E , relative to the affine space in which
it lies, is exponential in n.

To show that the volume of the feasible set of (23) is nontrivial (i.e. no worse than exponentially
small in n and 1

ǫ′
), we express the feasible set as the intersection of two sets X,Y ⊆ R

2n2+n, whereX
is the family of vectors satisfying the ǫ′-dispersion constraint in (23), and Y is the family of vectors
satisfying all other constraints. We will show that Y has nontrivial volume and polynomially-upper-
bounded diameter, and that X includes the intersection of Y and a Euclidean ball of nontrivial
volume centered inside Y . To complete our proof we use the geometric fact, whose elementary
proof we omit, that a convex set of nontrivial volume and polynomially-bounded diameter remains
nontrivial if intersected with a ball of nontrivial volume centered within it.

Claim 5.3. The set Y has volume at least exp(− poly(n)) relative to the affine space R2n2×aff(∆n),
and has Euclidean diameter at most 5n2.

Proof. First we bound the volume. Let a = ([(ŝ1, r̂1), . . . , (ŝn, r̂n)], q), where ŝ1 = ŝ2 = . . . = ŝn =
0n, r̂i =

1
2nei for all i, and q = 1

n
1n. It is easy to verify that a ∈ Y . Moreover, a moment’s thought

reveals that any b ∈ R
2n2 × aff(∆n) with ||b− a||2 ≤ 1

2n is also in Y — indeed, this follows almost
immediately by observing that ||b − a||∞ ≤ 1

2n and that all inequality constraints defining Y are
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sufficiently slack at a. Therefore, Y contains a Euclidean ball in R
2n2 × aff(∆n) of radius at least

1/2n. Such a ball has nontrivial volume, as needed.
For the diameter of Y , observe that Y ⊆ [−1, 1]2n

2×[0, 1]n, and therefore has Euclidean diameter
no more than 4n2 + n < 5n2.

Claim 5.4. There is a feasible solution a for (23) (i.e. in both X and Y ) such that b ∈ X for all
b ∈ R

2n2 ×∆n satisfying ||b− a||2 ≤ ǫ′

3n .

Proof. Let a = sig([(s1, r1), . . . , (sn, rn)], q) be an arbitrary solution to (23) with the property
that λ is a dispersion of ([(s1, r1), . . . , (sn, rn)], q); such a solution exists, induced by an arbitrary
signaling scheme (say the trivial scheme which always outputs σi∗ where i

∗ is the optimal uninformed
action for the receiver). Let b = sig([(s′1, r

′
1), . . . , (s

′
n, r

′
n)], q

′) be as in the statement of the Lemma.
To show that b ∈ X — i.e. λ is an ǫ′-dispersion of b — we will show that the earthmover

distance between a and b with respect to the L∞-norm is at most ǫ′. This is a consequence of the
fact that the L∞ earthmover distance between two distributions is at most a factor 3n greater than
the Euclidean distance between their signatures, as we show below for a and b.

EMD
∞

(a, b) ≤
n∑

i=1

min(qi, q
′
i)||(si, ri)− (s′i, r

′
i)||∞ + 2

n∑

i=1

|qi − q′i|

≤
n∑

i=1

||(si, ri)− (s′i, r
′
i)||2 + 2

√
n||q − q′||2

≤ (2
√
n+ n)||b− a||2

≤ 3n||b− a||2

The first inequality follows from a particular transport map from the distribution described by a
to the distribution described by b. Namely, min(qi, q

′
i) probability mass is moved directly from

(si, ri) to (s′i, r
′
i), and remaining probability mass of

∑
i |qi − q′i| is routed as needed a distance

of at most 2 (the L∞ diameter of the space). The remaining inequalities follow from elementary
manipulations.

Claim 5.4 implies that the feasible region of (23) includes the intersection of Y — a set with
nontrivial volume and polynomially-bounded diameter according to Claim 5.3 — with a Euclidean
ball of radius ǫ′

O(n) . Invoking the geometric fact below, we conclude that the volume of the feasible

region of (23) is no worse than exp(− poly(n, 1
ǫ′
)), as needed to complete the proof of the Lemma.

Fact 5.5. Let S ⊆ R
N be a convex set with diameter at most D, and let x ∈ S. For every µ > 0,

vol(S ∩B(x, µ)) ≥
( µ

D

)N

vol(S)

where B(x, µ) denotes a Euclidean ball of radius µ centered at x, and vol(.) denotes the standard
Lebesgue measure on aff(S).

For the second step of the algorithm, we use the dispersion inversion procedure from Section 4
to turn the output of the optimization step into a signaling scheme.
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Lemma 5.6. Let B be as described in Lemma 5.2 for ǫ′ = ǫ2

64n , assuming success of the optimization
step of the algorithm. Given B, an ǫ

2-optimal and ǫ
2-incentive compatible direct signaling scheme

can be implemented in time poly(n, 1
ǫ
).

Proof. First, we implement a signaling scheme ϕ which 3ǫ′-forges B from λ. This proceeds via the
inversion procedure in Algorithm 3 with ǫ1 = 2ǫ′ and ǫ2 = ǫ′, whose properties are summarized
by Theorem 4.5. Since the objective function of (22) is clearly 1-Lipschitz with respect to L∞-
earthmover distance, and B is ǫ′-optimal, the signaling scheme ϕ is 4ǫ′-optimal.

However, despite B describing an incentive compatible scheme and ϕ 3ǫ′-forging B, the scheme ϕ
may not be approximately incentive compatible. This is a consequence of low-probability signals in
B, which may be distorted significantly by ϕ without contributing much to the earthmover distance
between the B and the posterior distribution C exactly forged by ϕ. To remedy this, we postprocess
ϕ into a scheme ϕ′, which “discards” such low-probability signals in B in a careful manner. Call
a signal σi small if qi <

ǫ
8n , otherwise call it big. Since EMD(B, C) ≤ 3ǫ′, for every big signal σi,

the incentive compatibility constraint is approximately satisfied by C up to an additive error of
3ǫ′

qi
< 32n ǫ′

ǫ
= ǫ

2 . Our scheme ϕ′ is defined as follows: On input θ, invoke ϕ(θ) to get a signal σ; if σ
is big output σ, otherwise output σargmaxi ri(θ)

— the signal corresponding to the receiver’s optimal
action in state of nature θ.

By recommending the receiver’s optimal action in place of small signals, the scheme ϕ′ preserves
the incentive-constraints of big signals in ϕ, and removes small signals from its portfolio of signals.
Moreover, the total probability mass of small signals is at most ǫ

8n × n = ǫ
8 . Consequently, the

earthmover distance between the distribution of posteriors C′ forged by ϕ′ and C is at most ǫ
8 , and

since ϕ is 4ǫ′-optimal we get that ϕ′ is within (4ǫ′ + ǫ
8) <

ǫ
2 of optimality.

Lemmas 5.2 and 5.6 yield an algorithm which implements, with probability 1 − ǫ′ > 1 − ǫ
2 ,

a direct signaling scheme which is ǫ
2 -optimal and ǫ

2 -incentive compatible in the black box model.
Removing the conditioning on the success of the optimization step, and noting that both the
incentive constraints and our objective are 1-Lipschitz in the posterior distribution with respect to
the earthmover distance, overall we implement an ǫ-optimal and ǫ-incentive compatible scheme, as
needed to complete the proof of Theorem 5.1.
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